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Solution highlights
HTML5 portal suite
Manage a full array of
constituents, activities, and tasks
from a single branded portal

Business processes
Build and optimize processes
across traditional boundaries
with validation and defined logic

Transform your educational institution with an
end-to-end lifecycle solution built for the future
The joint six week Student Portal Jump Start engagement helps you efficiently envision,
implement, and harness OneWorldSIS Student Information System and HTML5 Portal Suite,
a truly integrated, comprehensive, and easy-to-use education management offer that
addresses virtually all aspects of your educational lifecycle and operations.
Engage, manage, and maximize lifetime value
Built on the Microsoft Dynamics 365 platform, the OneWorldSIS Constituent Management
and OneWorldSIS HTML5 Portal Suite work together to enable and sustain the digital
transformation of K-12, continuing, and higher organizations. Envision, implement, and grow
an integrated, end-to-end, service and support program that cultivates true lifetime value
based on a centralized portal, integrated database, and powerful analytics.

Workflow foundation
Use Microsoft Windows
Workflow Foundation to create,
automate, and update routines

Business intelligence
Drill into intuitive visual
dashboards and update or share
reports using Microsoft SSRS

Social listening
Monitor, analyze, and manage
trends, posts, and constituent
issues from one actionable
dashboard

Outlook integration
Access, track, and manage all
Outlook activities, meetings,
contacts, and student data
from a single location

Benefits of the OneWorldSIS educational solution
Easy activation of leads and prospective students. Capture, update, and manage student
information with a few clicks that automatically populate your active service records.
Streamlined student record management. Store, oversee, and manage all aspects of
student information including academic, disciplinary, and administrative records.
Improved faculty and staff services and support. Surface important data while supporting
basic and complex functions with simplified work processes.
Elevated alumni engagement and participation. Connect, communicate, and cultivate
relationships with updated records to support communities, campaigns, and events.
Increase donations and manage donor relationships. Identify, engage, and support key
donors using lifetime records, personal data, and profile analysis.

Approach highlights

Vision
clarity

Due
diligence

Maximize return
on investment

Adoption and
change management

Provides you with deeper
understanding of how the
total OneWorldSIS solution
fits your organization’s
unique situation.

Assesses all aspects of the
solution and provides you
with the detailed
information you need to
validate your decision.

Get the most out of your technology
investment and lower your total cost
of ownership by upgrading your
current solution and take advantage
of features that deliver the increased
operational efficiency and agility of
Microsoft Dynamics 365.

Delivers the user experience
insights that are needed to
accelerate user adoption.
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Imagine

Realize

Experience

We are creative and critical thinkers
who challenge convention and develop
innovative solutions focused on meeting
your business needs by helping you
imagine the art of the possible.

We champion your technology adoption
to help accelerate the realization of
value at the intersection of business
performance improvement, differentiated
experiences, and technology integration.

We support the lifecycle and build
for your needs, regardless of where
you are on your journey, by driving ease
of integration across broad ecosystems
with value-adding services and
differentiated experiences.

The Microsoft Services Promise
Microsoft Services empowers customers to accelerate the value imagined and realized from their digital experiences.
For more information about Consulting and Support solutions from Microsoft, contact your Microsoft Services representative
or visit www.microsoft.com/services. For more information about the OneWorldSIS Student Engagement solution, please visit Microsoft AppSource
at https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/dynamics-365/oneworldsis.52b78ad0-ba94-41bc-a8e7-0180d354053a.
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